
5/12/76 Mr, Don Hauptman 
111 Third Ave.t 

Hew York. N.Y. 10003 

Door iir. Hauptman, 

Your undated form letter on private printing is addressed to a number that 
is no longer ours. They renumbered the rural routes. Ve are not on Rt. 12 without 
having moved. 

% 

There are no ansyera to some of your questions because of the unique nature of 
our "operation. " I oen t taka the time for written explanations of this or in answer 
to the questions to which I cap respond. At 63 I still work more than 18 hours every 
day, sometimes longer, and can t keep up. I'm also recovering from a heavy nh&ebitis. 

I ara willing co Aake what time you require some evening after 7 s 30 but not until 
after the 18th, when I'll be in court on one of my many Freedom of Information suits 
against tho government. 

In the sense you use the word my "story" as a publisher has never been told. 

You refer to the first of five books I've published cy3elf, all except Frane-Up 
on the enclosed lidfc. 

In 1966 the Wall Street Journal had a Bort of story on self-publishing. It 
mentioned me. I do not recall the details, a Fellow named Ostwald wrote it. How- 

UJ 
ever, I think it i3 ho longer precisely accurate to refer to me as a self-publisher, 
even if I have published my own works only. I am a publisher, recognized as one by 
the standard indices and publications. It is not in any sense vanity publishing. 

For me and in my opinion it has been successful. But the subject is, in many 
ways, unique, as ia my work. I don't think it would be a typical example. But I also 
don't think that all self-publishing ia as I distinguish it from avnity presses. 

% phone is 301/473-8186. 

I have no §x10 glosays of any of the covers. I have smaller ones the printer 
has for ray book wrappers* It is not convenient for mo to go for them now. I'm limited 
in the time I can drive with my legs pondant. 

Sorry about the typos. 

B-ist wishes. 

Harold Weisberg 
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